Problems with the Hypothesis Testing Approach
Over the past several decades (e.g., since Berkson 1938) people have questioned the use of
hypothesis testing in the sciences. The criticisms apply to both experimental data (control and
treatment(s), random assignment of experimental units, replication, and some “design") and
observational data (some of the above, but at least 2 groups to be compared or contrasted). While
we should focus on experiments in ecology, we are often left with only observational studies. Some
of the problems with null hypothesis testing are given below (several more problems exist, but these
tend to be somewhat technical and, thus, are not given here):
1. The most glaring problem with the use of hypothesis testing is that nearly all null hypotheses are
obviously false on a priori grounds!

H9 : S" = S# = S$ = † † † = S"&.

This is a trivial “strawman." Why test this? It is obviously false. The “rejection" hardly advances
science nor does it give meaningful insights for management.
The central issues here are twofold:
ì First, one must estimate the magnitude of the differences and their precision.
The “effect size" – trivial, small, medium, large.
This is an Estimation Problem
ì Second, one must know if the differences are large enough to justify inclusion
in a model to be used for inference.
This is a Model Selection Problem
These central issues are not one of Hypothesis Testing.
“We do not perform an experiment to find out if two varieties of wheat or two drugs are equal. We
know in advance, without spending a dollar on an experiment, that they are not equal." (Deming
1975). How could the application of (say) nitrogen on a field have no effect on yield? Even the
application of sawdust must have some effect!
Other examples where the null hypothesis is a trivial strawman:
A.

H9 : SN = SE

(juvenile and adult survival probabilities are equal)

B.

H9 : S4G = S4V

(survival probabilities for birds fitted with a Radio transmitter are equal to Control birds without a
radio transmitter in each year j ). Any other parameter could be substituted for survival probability in
these null hypotheses.
People seemed stunned at the prevalence of testing null hypotheses. Dr. William Thompson (pers.
comm.) estimated that a recent volume of Ecology contained over 8,000 null hypothesis test results!
He felt nearly all of these null hypotheses were false on a priori grounds; that is, no one really
believed the null. Why are resources spent so carelessly? Why is this practice so common? How
can we be so unthinking?

2. The alpha level (nearly always 0.1, 0.05, or 0.01) is arbitrary and without theoretical basis.
Using a fixed !-level arbitrarily classifies results into meaningless categories

“significant" and “nonsignificant."

Note, the terms significant and nonsignificant do not relate to biological importance, only to an
arbitrary classification. This seems simply stupid. We have been brainwashed!

3. Likelihood ratio tests between models that are not nested do not exist. This makes
comprehensive analysis problematic. How many results appear in the literature based on a likelihood
ratio test between models that are not nested?

4. In observational studies, the distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis is not known.
We often, mistakenly, hope/think that the distribution is that same nominal distribution as if a true
experiment had been conducted (e.g., F, t, z, x # ). If hypotheses are formed after looking at the data
(data dredging) then the ability to make valid inference is severely compromised (e.g., model-based
standard errors are not a valid measure of precision).

5. Biologists are better advised to pursue Chamberlain's concept of “Multiple Working Hypotheses"
– this seems like superior science.
However, this leads to the multiple testing problem in statistics and arbitrariness in defining the null
hypotheses. Furthermore, the notion of a null hypothesis presents a certain assymetry in that the null
is favored and has an “advantage." The framework of a null hypothesis seems to be of little use.

6. Presentation of only test statistics, degree of freedom and P-values limits the effectiveness of
(future) meta-analyses. There is a strong “publication bias" whereby only “significant" P-values get
reported (accepted) in the literature.
It is important to present parameter estimates and their precision – these become the relevant “data"
for a meta-analysis.

7. We generally lack theory for testing hypotheses when the model includes nuisance parameters
(e.g., the sampling probabilities in capture-recapture models).
One must be very careful in trying to infer something about a P-value (say 0.11 or 0.02) as the
strength of evidence for the null hypothesis.
In a real sense, the P-value overstates the evidence against the null hypothesis. The standard
likelihood ratio (not the likelihood ratio test ), based on likelihood theory, provides a more realistic
basis for such evidence.

Some famous quotes:
Wolfowitz (1967), writing about the woes of hypothesis testing states – “The practical statisticians
who now accept useless theory should rebel and not do so any more."
“No one, I think, really believes in the possibility of sharp null hypotheses that two means are
absolutely equal in noisy sciences." (Kempthorne 1976)).

Nelder (1996) notes the “grotesque emphasis on significance tests in statistics courses of all kinds."
Nester (1996) states, “I contend that the general acceptance of statistical hypothesis testing is one of
the most unfortunate aspects of 20th century applied science."
Many believe (erroneously) that a P-value is the probability that the null hypothesis is true!

Approximately 400 references (this number could be quite low) now exist in the quantitative literature
than warn of the limitations of hypothesis testing. Harlow et al. (1997) provide a recent edited book
entitled, What If There Were No Significance Tests? (Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Publishers,
London).
Other quotes by well-known statisticians are given below. Also see the web site:
http://www.indiana.edu/~stigstst/
for more insights.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?
Focus on effect size and its precision.
Stop using the words “significant" and “significance."
Do not rely on statistical hypothesis tests in the analysis of data from observational studies. With
strictly experimental data, use the usual methods (e.g., ANOVA and CANOVA) but focus on the
estimated treatment means and their precision, without an emphasis on the F and P values.
Do not report P values or rely on arbitrary ! levels
In planning studies, forget the notions of “power" and ! and " -- focus on precision of “effect size" as
a function of sample size and design.

A Few Quotes Regarding Hypothesis Testing
Dr. Marks Nester <marks@qfri.se2.dpi.qld.gov.au sent material on hypothesis testing to Ken
Burnham at the end of 1996. Ken passed the 2 e-mail files to me. I edited out a few quotes that did
not seem that interesting/relevant (e.g., quotes from the Bible), then reformatted and printed in a more
readable format. The material (below) starts with the opinions of Dr. Nester regarding hypothesis
testing. David Anderson, Jan 2, 1997.
I (i.e., Nester) contend that the general acceptance of statistical hypothesis testing is one of the most
unfortunate aspects of 20th century applied science. Tests for the identity of population distributions,
for equality of treatment means, for presence of interactions, for the nullity of a correlation coefficient,
and so on, have been responsible for much bad science, much lazy science, and much silly science. A
good scientist can manage with, and will not be misled by, parameter estimates and their associated

standard errors or confidence limits. A theory dealing with the statistical behaviour of populations
should be supported by rational argument as well as data. In such cases, accurate statistical
evaluation of the data is hindered by null hypothesis testing. The scientist must always give due
thought to the statistical analysis, but must never let statistical analysis be a substitute for thinking! If
instead of developing theories, a researcher is involved in such practical issues as selecting the best
treatment(s), then the researcher is probably confronting a complex decision problem involving inter
alia economic considerations. Once again, analyses such as null hypothesis testing and multiple
comparison procedures are of no benefit.
Although some of the following passages have been included for their historical interest, most of the
quotations are offered in partial support of my views.
Yates - "the emphasis given to formal tests of significance ... has resulted in ... an undue concentration
of effort by mathematical statisticians on investigations of tests of significance applicable to problems
which are of little or no practical importance ... and ... it has caused scientific research workers to
pay undue attention to the results of the tests of significance ... and too little to the estimates of the
magnitude of the effects they are investigating"
Yates - "the occasions ... in which quantitative data are collected solely with the object of proving or
disproving a given hypothesis are relatively rare"
Yates - "... the unfortunate consequence that scientific workers have often regarded the execution of
a test of significance on an experiment as the ultimate objective"
Hodges, Jr. and Lehmann - "we may formulate the hypothesis that a population is normally
distributed, but we realize that no natural population is ever exactly normal"
Hodges, Jr. and Lehmann - "when we formulate the hypothesis that the sex ratio is the same in two
populations, we do not really believe that it could be exactly the same"
Anscombe - "Tests of the null hypothesis that there is no difference between certain treatments are
often made in the analysis of agricultural or industrial experiments in which alternative methods or
processes are compared. Such tests are ... totally irrelevant. What are needed are estimates of
magnitudes of effects, with standard errors"
Cochran and Cox - "In many experiments it seems obvious that the different treatments must have
produced some difference, however small, in effect. Thus the hypothesis that there is no difference is
unrealistic: the real problem is to obtain estimates
of the sizes of the differences."
Hogben (a) - "Acceptability of a statistically significant result ... promotes a high output of publication.
Hence the argument that the techniques work has a tempting appeal to young biologists, if harassed
by their seniors to produce results, or if admonished by editors to conform to a prescribed ritual of

analysis before publication. ... the plea for justification by works ... is therefore likely to fall on deaf
ears, unless we reinstate reflective thinking in the university curriculum"
Hogben (a) - "we can already detect signs of such deterioration in the growing volume of published
papers ... recording so-called significant conclusions which an earlier vintage would have regarded
merely as private clues for further exploration"
Savage - "to make measurements and then ignore their magnitude would ordinarily be pointless.
Exclusive reliance on tests of significance obscures the fact that statistical
significance does not imply substantive significance"
Savage - "Null hypotheses of no difference are usually known to be false before the data are
collected ... when they are, their rejection or acceptance simply reflects the size of the sample and the
power of the test, and is not a contribution to science"
Cox - "Exact truth of a null hypothesis is very unlikely except in a genuine uniformity trial"
Neyman - "What was the probability (power) of detecting interactions ... in the experiment
performed? ... The probability in question is frequently relatively low ... in cases of this kind the fact
that the test failed to detect the existence of interactions
does not mean very much. In fact, they may exist and have gone undetected."
Kish - "Significance should stand for meaning and refer to substantive matter. ... I would recommend
that statisticians discard the phrase 'test of significance "
Kish - "the tests of null hypotheses of zero differences, of no relationships, are frequently weak,
perhaps trivial statements of the researcher's aims ... in many cases, instead of the tests of significance
it would be more to the point to measure the magnitudes of the relationships, attaching proper
statements of their sampling variation. The magnitudes of relationships cannot be measured in terms of
levels of significance"
McNemar - "too many users of the analysis of variance seem to regard the reaching of a mediocre
level of significance as more important than any descriptive specification of the underlying averages"
McNemar - "so much of what should be regarded as preliminary gets published, then quoted as the
last word, which it usually is because the investigator is too willing to rest on the laurels that come
from finding a significant difference. Why should he worry about the degree of relationship or its
possible lack of linearity"
Nunnally - "the null-hypothesis models ... share a crippling flaw: in the real world the null hypothesis is
almost never true, and it is usually nonsensical to perform an experiment with the sole aim of rejecting
the null hypothesis"

Nunnally - "If rejection of the null hypothesis were the real intention in psychological experiments,
there usually would be no need to gather data"
Nunnally - "the mere rejection of a null hypothesis provides only meager information"
Nunnally - "We should not feel proud when we see the psychologist smile and say 'the correlation is
significant beyond the .01 level.' Perhaps that is the most that he can say, but he has no reason to
smile" (I liked this one! DRA)
Rozeboom - "one can hardly avoid polemics when butchering sacred cows"
Rozeboom - "Whenever possible, the basic statistical report should be in the form of a confidence
interval"
Rozeboom - "the stranglehold that conventional null hypothesis significance testing has clamped on
publication standards must be broken"
Rozeboom - "The traditional null hypothesis significance-test method ... of statistical analysis is here
vigorously excoriated for its inappropriateness as a method of inference"
Smith - "One feature ... which requires much more justification than is usually given, is the setting up
of unplausible null hypotheses. For example, a statistician may set out a test to see whether two drugs
have exactly the same effect, or whether a regression line is exactly straight. These hypotheses can
scarcely be taken literally"
Camilleri - "another problem associated with the test of significance. The particular level of
significance chosen for an investigation is not a logical consequence of the theory of statistical
inference"
Camilleri - "The precision and empirical concreteness often associated with the test of significance are
illusory and it would be a serious error to predicate our actions towards hypotheses on the test of
significance as if it were a reliable arbiter of truth"
Edwards et al. - "in typical applications, one of the hypotheses-the null hypothesis-is known by all
concerned to be false from the outset"
Yates - "The most commonly occurring weakness ... is ... undue emphasis on tests of significance,
and failure to recognise that in many types of experimental work estimates of treatment effects,
together with estimates of the errors to which they are subject, are the quantities of primary interest"
Yates - "In many experiments ... it is known that the null hypothesis ... is certainly untrue"

Bakan - "the test of significance has been carrying too much of the burden of scientific inference. It
may well be the case that wise and ingenious investigators can find their way to reasonable
conclusions from data because and in spite of their procedures. Too often, however, even wise and
ingenious investigators ... tend to credit the test of significance with properties it does not have"
Bakan - "a priori reasons for believing that the null hypothesis is generally false anyway. One of the
common experiences of research workers is the very high frequency with which significant results are
obtained with large samples"
Bakan - "there is really no good reason to expect the null hypothesis to be true in any population ...
Why should any correlation coefficient be exactly .00 in the population? ... why should different drugs
have exactly the same effect on any
population parameter"
Bakan - "if the test of significance is really of such limited appropriateness ... we would be much
better off if we were to attempt to estimate the magnitude of the parameters in the populations"
Bakan - "When we reach a point where our statistical procedures are substitutes instead of aids to
thought, and we are led to absurdities, then we must return to common sense"
Bakan - "we need to get on with the business of generating ... hypotheses and proceed to do
investigations and make inferences which bear on them, instead of ... testing the statistical null
hypothesis in any number of contexts in which we have every reason to suppose that it is false in the
first place"
Meehl - "in psychological and sociological investigations involving very large numbers of subjects, it is
regularly found that almost all correlations or differences between means are statistically significant"
Skipper Jr., Guenther and Nass - "The current obsession with .05 ... has the consequence of
differentiating significant research findings and those best forgotten, published studies from
unpublished ones, and renewal of grants from termination. It would not be difficult to document the
joy experienced by a social scientist when his F ratio or t value yields significance at .05, nor his
horror when the table reads 'only' .10 or .06. One comes to internalize the difference between .05
and .06 as 'right' vs. 'wrong,' 'creditable' vs. 'embarrassing,' 'success' vs. 'failure'
"Skipper Jr., Guenther and Nass - "blind adherence to the .05 level denies any consideration of
alternative strategies, and it is a serious impediment to the interpretation of data"
Lykken - "Unless one of the variables is wholly unreliable so that the values obtained are strictly
random, it would be foolish to suppose that the correlation between any two variables is identically
equal to 0.0000... (or that the effect of some treatment or the difference between two groups is
exactly zero)"

Lykken - "the finding of statistical significance is perhaps the least important attribute of a good
experiment
Lykken - "The value of any research can be determined, not from the statistical results, but only by
skilled, subjective evaluation of the coherence and reasonableness of the theory, the degree of
experimental control employed, the sophistication of the measuring techniques, the scientific or
practical importance of the phenomena studied"
Lykken - "Editors must be bold enough to take responsibility for deciding which studies are good and
which are not, without resorting to letting the p value of the significance tests determine this decision"
Morrison and Henkel - "In addition to important technical errors, fundamental errors in the
philosophy of science are frequently involved in this indiscriminate use of the tests [of significance]"
Morrison and Henkel - "we usually know in advance of testing that the null hypothesis is false"
Nelder - "multiple comparison methods have no place at all in the interpretation of data"
Tversky and Kahneman - "Significance levels are usually computed and reported, but power and
confidence limits are not. Perhaps they should be."
Tversky and Kahneman - "The emphasis on significance levels tends to obscure a fundamental
distinction between the size of an effect and its statistical significance."
Box - "all models are wrong"
Chew - "the research worker has been oversold on hypothesis testing. Just as no two peas in a pod
are identical, no two treatment means will be exactly equal. ... It seems ridiculous ... to test a
hypothesis that we a priori know is almost certain to be false"
GRAYBILL - "when making inferences about parameters ... hypothesis tests should seldom be used
if confidence intervals are available ... the confidence intervals could lead to opposite practical
conclusions when a test suggests rejection of H0 ... even though H0 is not rejected, the confidence
interval gives more useful information"
Kempthorne - "no one, I think, really believes in the possibility of sharp null hypotheses -- that two
means are absolutely equal in noisy sciences"
Pratt - "tests [of hypotheses] provide a poor model of most real problems, usually so poor that their
objectivity is tangential and often too poor to be useful"
Pratt - "And when, as so often, the test is of a hypothesis known to be false ... the relevance of the
conventional testing approach remains to be explicated"

Pratt - "This reduces the role of tests essentially to convention. Convention is useful in daily life, law,
religion, and politics, but it impedes philosophy"
Barndorff-Nielsen - "Most of the models considered in statistics are but rough approximations to
reality"
Cox - "Overemphasis on tests of significance at the expense especially of interval estimation has long
been condemned"
Cox - "there are considerable dangers in overemphasizing the role of significance tests in the
interpretation of data"
Cox - "statistical significance is quite different from scientific significance and ... therefore estimation
... of the magnitude of effects is in general essential regardless of whether statistically significant
departure from the null hypothesis is achieved"
Healy - "The commonest agricultural experiments ... are fertilizer and variety trials. In neither of these
is there any question of the population treatment means being identical ... the objective is to measure
how big the differences are"
Kruskal - "statistical significance of a sample bears no necessary relationship to possible subjectmatter significance"
Kruskal - "it is easy to ... throw out an interesting baby with the nonsignificant bath water. Lack of
statistical significance at a conventional level does not mean that no real effect is present; it means
only that no real effect is clearly seen from the data. That is why it is of the highest importance to look
at power and to compute confidence intervals"
Kruskal - "Another criticism of standard significance tests is that in most applications it is known
beforehand that the null hypothesis cannot be exactly true"
Kruskal - "Because of the relative simplicity of its structure, significance testing has been
overemphasized in some presentations of statistics, and as a result some students come mistakenly to
feel that statistics is little else than significance testing"
Chew - "I have tried to steer them [agricultural researchers] away from testing H0. I maintain that on
a priori physical, chemical and biological grounds, H0 is always false in all realistic experiments, and
H0 will always be rejected given enough replication"
Chew - "As Confucius might have said, if the difference isn't different enough to make a difference,
what's the difference?"

Kruskal - "the traditional table [analysis of variance table] with its terminology and seductive
additivities has in fact often led to superficiality of analysis"
Cox and Snell - "Models are always to some extent tentative"
Little - "The idea that one should proceed no further with an analysis, once a non-significant F-value
for treatments is found, has led many experimenters to overlook important information in the
interpretation of their data"
Cox - "It is very bad practice to summarise an important investigation solely by a value of P".
Cox - "The criterion for publication should be the achievement of reasonable precision and not
whether a significant effect has been found"
Preece - "over-emphasis on significance-testing continues"
Preece - "the norm should be that only a standard error is quoted for comparing means from an
experiment"
Box - "The resultant magnification of the importance of formal hypothesis tests has inadvertently led
to underestimation by scientists of the area in which statistical methods can be of value and to a wide
misunderstanding of their purpose"
Bryan-Jones and Finney - "Of central importance to clear presentation is the standard error of a
mean"
Bryan-Jones and Finney - "In interpreting and in presenting experimental results there is no adequate
substitute for thought - thought about the questions to be asked, thought about the nature and weight
of evidence the data provide on these questions, and thought about how the story can be told with
clarity and full honesty to a reader. Statistical techniques must be chosen and used to aid, but not to
replace, relevant thought"
Good - "A large enough sample will usually lead to the rejection of almost any null hypothesis ... Why
bother to carry out a statistical experiment to test a null hypothesis if it is known in advance that the
hypothesis cannot be exactly true"
Jones - "There is a rising feeling among statisticians that hypothesis tests ... are not the most
meaningful analyses"
Jones - "preoccupation with testing 'is there an interaction"' in factorial experiments, ... emphasis
should be on 'how strong is the interaction?' "

Jones - "Reporting of results in terms of confidence intervals instead of hypothesis tests should be
strongly encouraged"
Preece - "Statistical 'recipes' are followed blindly, and ritual has taken over from scientific thinking"
Preece - "The ritualistic use of multiple-range tests-often when the null hypothesis is a priori untenable
...- is a disease"
Altman - "Somehow there has developed a widespread belief that statistical analysis is legitimate only
if it includes significance testing. This belief leads to, and is fostered by, numerous introductory
statistics texts that are little more than catalogues of techniques for performing significance tests"
Chatfield - "differences are 'significant' ... nearly always ... in large samples"
Chatfield - "Within the last decade or so, practising statisticians have begun to question the relevance
of some Statistics courses ... However ... Statistics teaching is still often dominated by formal
mathematics"
Chatfield - "tests on outliers are less important than advice from 'people in the field' "
Chatfield - "significance tests ... are also widely overused and misused"
Chatfield - "Rather than ask if these differences are statistically significant, it seems more important to
ask if they are of educational importance"
Chatfield - "it has ... become impossible to get results published in some medical, psychological and
biological journals without reporting significance values even when of doubtful validity"
Cormack - "Estimates and measures of variability are more valuable than hypothesis tests"
Nelder - "the grotesque emphasis on significance tests in statistics courses of all kinds ... is taught to
people, who if they come away with no other notion, will remember that statistics is about tests for
significant differences. ... The apparatus on which their statistics course has been constructed is often
worse than irrelevant, it is misleading about what is important in examining data and making
inferences"
Chernoff - "Analysis of variance ... stems from a hypothesis-testing formulation that is difficult to take
seriously and would be of limited value for making final conclusions."
Jones and Matloff - "We recommend that authors display the estimate of the difference and the
confidence limit for this difference"

Jones and Matloff - "at its worst, the results of statistical hypothesis testing can be seriously
misleading, and at its best, it offers no informational advantage over its alternatives"
Jones and Matloff - "all populations are different, a priori"
Jones and Matloff - "The only remedy ... is for journal editors to be keenly aware of the problems
associated with hypothesis tests, and to be sympathetic, if not strongly encouraging, toward
individuals who are taking the initial lead in phasing them out"
Lindley - "estimation procedures provide more information [than significance tests]: they tell one
about reasonable alternatives and not just about the reasonableness of one value"
Perry - "A confidence interval certainly gives more information than the result of a significance test
alone ... I ... recommend its use [standard error of each mean]"
Warren - "the word 'significant' could be abolished ... Based on a dictionary definition, one might
expect that results that are declared significant would be important, meaningful, or consequential.
Being 'significant at an arbitrary probability level,' ... ensures none of these"
Casella and Berger - "In a large majority of problems (especially location problems) hypothesis
testing is inappropriate: Set up the confidence interval and be done with it!"
Hinkley - "for problems where the usual null hypothesis defines a special value for a parameter, surely
it would be more informative to give a confidence range for that parameter"
Finney - "rigid dependence upon significance tests in single experiments is to be deplored"
Finney - "The primary purpose of analysis of variance is to produce estimates of one or more error
mean squares, and not (as is often believed) to provide significance tests"
Finney - "A null hypothesis that yields under two different treatments have identical expectations is
scarcely very plausible, and its rejection by a significance test is more dependent upon the size of an
experiment than upon its untruth"
Finney - "I have failed to find a single instance in which the Duncan test was helpful, and I doubt
whether any of the alternative tests [multiple range significance tests] would please me better"
Finney - "Is it ever worth basing analysis and interpretation of an experiment on the inherently
implausible null hypothesis that two (or more) recognizably distinct cultivars have identical yield
capacities?"
Chatfield - "We all know ... that the misuse of statistics and an overemphasis on p values is endemic
in many scientific journals"

Finney (b)- "the Blind need frequent warnings and help in avoiding the multiple comparison test
procedures that some editors demand but that to me appear completely devoid of practical utility"
Healy - "it is a travesty to describe a p value ... as 'simple, objective and easily interpreted' ... To use
it as a measure of closeness between model and data is to invite confusion"
Kruskal and Majors - "We are also concerned about the use of statistical significance-P values-to
measure importance; this is like the old confusion of substantive with statistical significance"
Moore and McCabe - "Some hesitation about the unthinking use of significance tests is a sign of
statistical maturity"
Moore and McCabe - "It is usually wise to give a confidence interval for the parameter in which you
are interested"
Hunter - "How about 'alpha and beta risks' and 'testing the null hypothesis'? ... The very beginning
language employed by the statistician describes phenomena in which engineers/physical scientists
have little practical interest! They want to know how many, how much, and how well ... Required are
interval estimates. We offer instead hypothesis tests and power curves"
Preece - "I cannot see how anyone could now agree with this [Fisher's 1935 quote about
experiments and null hypotheses]"
Street - "Fisher ... appears to have placed an undue emphasis on the significance test"
Street - "in many experiments it is well known ... that there are differences among the treatments. The
point of the experiment is to estimate ... and provide ... standard errors. One of the consequences of
this emphasis on significance tests is that some scientists ... have come to see a significant result as an
end in itself"
Matloff - "the test is asking whether a certain condition holds exactly, and this exactness is almost
never of scientific interest"
Matloff - With regard to a goodness-of-fit test to answer whether certain ratios have given exact
values, "we know a priori this is not true; no model can completely capture all possible genetical
mechanisms"
Matloff - "the number of stars by itself is relevant only to the question of whether H0 is exactly true-a
question which is almost always not of interest to us, especially because we usually know a priori that
H0 cannot be exactly true."

Matloff - "problems stemming from the fact that hypothesis tests do not address questions of scientific
interest"
Upton - "The experimenter must keep in mind that significance at the 5% level will only coincide with
practical significance by chance!"
Wang - "the tyranny of the N-P [Neyman-Pearson] theory in many branches of empirical science is
detrimental, not advantageous, to the course of science"
BOARDMAN - "He [W. E. Deming] went on to suggest that the problem lay in teaching 'what is
wrong.' The list of evils taught in courses on statistics ... is a long one. One of the topics included
hypothesis testing. Personally I have found few, if any, occasions where such tests are appropriate."
Inman - "Like many working scientists since, Buchanan-Wollaston professed a belief that commonly
used statistical tests were either obvious or irrelevant to the scientific problem of interest"
McCloskey - "scientists care about whether a result is statistically significant, but they should care
much more about whether it is meaningful"

Additional information can be found the the following web site:
http://www.indiana.edu/~stigstst/
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